
Datascan Launches Comprehensive Inventory
Counting Service Package: Staffing,
Equipment, Training and Software Solutions

Datascan Full Service Solutions

With a full service package, Datascan

makes inventory tracking easier than

ever.

CARROLLTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

July 11, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Datascan, one of the leading

companies for inventory counting,

announces the rollout of a

comprehensive service package aimed

at revolutionizing inventory

management for businesses. This all-

encompassing offering includes

supplemental staffing, state-of-the-art

equipment, tailored training programs,

and advanced software solutions.

Datascan's newly introduced service package covers:

Supplemental Staffing: Expert personnel available for on-site inventory counts and management

support.

Our goal is to provide

businesses with a holistic

approach to inventory

management.”

Adrian Thomas, CEO and

President of Datascan

Cutting-Edge Equipment: Advanced tools and technology

for precise and efficient inventory tracking including RFID

technology, hand-held scanners, as well as a mobile app

for tracking counts

Tailored Training: Datascan’s training, support, and

consulting services are designed to prepare clients with the

knowledge, resources, and guidance needed to succeed in

their inventory management goals. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://datascan.com/
https://datascan.com/full-service-inventory-count/
https://datascan.com/rfid/
https://datascan.com/rfid/


Advanced Software Solutions: Seamless integration for real-time data access and streamlined

operations.

"Our goal is to provide businesses with a holistic approach to inventory management," said CEO

and President of Datascan, Adrian Thomas. "With our comprehensive service package,

encompassing staffing, equipment, training, and software solutions, we ensure our clients have

the resources needed to optimize efficiency and accuracy for a satisfactory inventory

experience."

Key advantages of Datascan's full-service inventory counting package include:

Enhanced Efficiency: Streamlined processes and reduced operational downtime.

Improved Accuracy: Minimized errors through advanced technology and trained professionals.

Datascan's service package is designed to cater to various sectors, including retail,

manufacturing, healthcare, and more, addressing diverse inventory management challenges

faced by modern businesses.

For more information about Datascan's comprehensive inventory counting services and how

they can benefit your business, visit Datascan.com or contact B.corthell@datascan.com.

About Datascan:

Datascan specializes in providing innovative inventory counting solutions, offering a complete

range of services to optimize inventory management efficiency. Committed to excellence,

Datascan continues to innovate and set new standards in the industry.

Trey Crowell

Red Rocket
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